In the past years, sentiment analysis has increasingly shifted attention to representational frameworks more expressive than semantic polarity (being positive, negative or neutral). However, these richer formats (like Basic Emotions or Valence-Arousal-Dominance, and variants therefrom), rooted in psychological research, tend to proliferate the number of representation schemes for emotion encoding. Thus, a large amount of representationally incompatible emotion lexicons has been developed by various research groups adopting one or the other emotion representation format. As a consequence, the reusability of these resources decreases as does the comparability of systems using them. In this paper, we propose to solve this dilemma by methods and tools which map different representation formats onto each other for the sake of mutual compatibility and interoperability of language resources. We present the first large-scale investigation of such representation mappings for four typologically diverse languages and find evidence that our approach produces (near-)gold quality emotion lexicons, even in crosslingual settings. Finally, we use our models to create new lexicons for eight typologically diverse languages.
Introduction
In the past two decades, the NLP-based analysis and prediction of affective states, as performed by sentiment analysis systems, has received enormous interest (Liu, 2015) . Starting with simple positive-negative polarity distinctions on the word or text level (Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown, 1997; Pang et al., 2002) , research in sentiment analysis has since then shifted towards more nuanced and challenging tasks, e.g., sentiment compositionality (Socher et al., 2013) , aspect-level assessments (Schouten and Frasincar, 2016) or stance detection (Sobhani et al., 2016) . In parallel, psychologically more advanced and more expressive representation formats for affective states have been proposed, like Basic Emotions (Ekman, 1992) or Valence-ArousalDominance (Bradley and Lang, 1994) . However, there is currently no consensus in the literature what scheme should be used as a common ground. Rather, there are a multitude of competing formats often motivated by the needs of concrete applications or the availability of user-labeled social media data (Desmet and Hoste, 2013; Li et al., 2016) . While such decisions for a specific format may be perfectly reasonable in a specific research setting, on the flip-side, this proliferation of competing formats may seriously hamper progress in sentiment analysis for two reasons, at least. First, language resources are less reusable (if at all) as gold standards and, second, with the growing number of representation formats meaningful comparisons between predictive systems become harder (if not impossible). One way to resolve this dilemma is to develop techniques to automatically translate between such formats. This task of emotion representation mapping (EMOMAP) was introduced only very recently to NLP by Buechel and Hahn (2017b) . Their work came up with an emotion-labeled corpus which, in part, is annotated with two different emotion formats both being highly predictive for each other. In a follow-up study, Buechel and Hahn (2017a) examined the potential of EMOMAP as a substitute for manual annotation, yet their comparison was restricted to only two emotion lexicons. Comparable work has (to the best of our knowledge) only been done in psychology. However, this stream of work does not target the goal of predictive modeling (Stevenson et al., 2007; Pinheiro et al., 2017) . In NLP, a task related to EMOMAP is emotion prediction on the level of words, sentences, or texts Sedoc et al., 2017) where, in contrast to EMOMAP, the target unit does not already need to bear annotations from another format. Thus, emotion prediction algorithms constitute a reasonable baseline for EMOMAP (see Section 4.). This contribution puts emphasis on emotion lexicons developed in psychology. Although highly relevant for sentiment analysis, those resources have mostly been neglected by NLP researchers as the discussion of related work in Section 2. reveals. Making use of this valuable work, we here conduct the first thorough evaluation of EMOMAP for emotion lexicon construction on four typologically diverse languages and find strong evidence that the quality of the output we generate is on a par with a gold standard when compared to human performance (see Section 4.). Finally, we exploit our models to create novel emotion lexicons for eight different languages (including low-resource ones; Section 5.). The lexicons as well as the source code for building them are publicly available (see Section 6.). Russell and Mehrabian (1977) ; figure adapted from Buechel and Hahn (2016) . two or three). These are often referred to as Valence (corresponding to the concept of polarity), Arousal (a calmexcited scale), and Dominance (perceived degree of control over a (social) situation)-the VAD model (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the relationship between VAD dimensions and Basic Emotion categories). The last dimension, Dominance, is sometimes omitted, leading to the VA model. In contrast to NLP where many different formats are being used lexical resources in psychology almost exclusively subscribe to VA(D) or Basic Emotions (typically omitting Surprise; the BE5 format). Over the years, a considerable number of resources built on these premises have emerged from psychological research labs for various languages. Table 1 enumerates published resources based on these two approaches (27 in total covering 13 languages, including low-resource ones such as Finnish and Indonesian). To the best of our knowledge, the vast majority of them has neither been used nor referenced in NLP research. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the VAD and BE5 format. In more detail (following the conventions of our emotion lexicons), each VAD dimension receives a value from the interval [1, 9] where '1' means "most negative/calm/submissive", '9' means "most positive/excited/dominant" and '5' means "neutral". Conversely, values for BE5 categories range in the interval [1, 5] where '1' means "absence" and '5' means "most extreme" expression of the respective emotion.
1 Consequently, the VAD and BE5 formats are conceptually different from one another insofar as VAD dimensions are bi-polar, whereas BE5 categories are uni-polar. Our work is based on the condition that some pairs of data sets in Table 1 are complementary in the sense that, when combining these lexicons, a subset of the entries they contain are then described according to both emotion formats, VAD and BE5. This condition is illustrated for three lexical items in Warriner et al. (2013) , BE5 scores were automatically derived (see Section 5.).
From the resources listed in Table 1 , we identified such complementary pairs and merged them into four lexicons which serve as gold data for the subsequent experiments:
• English: Bradley and Lang (1999) 
Method
Given an emotion lexicon in VAD format, our goal is to map its ratings onto the BE5 format and vice versa. We employ a simple, yet surprisingly efficient, method proposed by Buechel and Hahn (2017b) : For each of the dimensions or categories of the target representation (VAD or BE5, respectively), we train a single supervised model which employs each of the dimensions/categories of the source representation as features (e.g., one model to predict Joy, given Valence, Arousal, and Dominance scores as input; see Figure 2 for a graphical illustration of the general scheme).
In a pilot study, we compared different learning algorithms including linear regression, k nearest neighbor regression (kNN), support vector regression (using different kernels), random forests, as well as feed-forward neural networks.
To our surprise, all of them performed equally well (with only negligible differences). Thus, kNN was selected due to its simplicity. 2 Note that the feature set is extremely small (either three or five variables for mapping onto BE5 or VAD, respectively) so that using more complex methods (e.g., more sophisticated neural architectures) seems a waste of efforts.
Experiments
We here present the first large-scale evaluation of emotion representation mapping (EMOMAP). Our methodology, at the same time, leads to the automatic construction of emotion lexicons for four typologically diverse languages. We consider one monolingual and two crosslingual set-ups, i.e., training and testing data from the same or different language(s), respectively. Those three different mapping strategies are illustrated in Figure 3 . The performance of the EMOMAP approach will be measured as Pearson correlation (r) between our automatically predicted values and human gold ratings. In general, the Pearson correlation between two data series X = x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n and Y = y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n takes values between +1 (perfect positive correlation) and −1 (perfect negative correlation). It is computed as
wherex andȳ denote the mean values for X and Y , respectively. 2 We use the scikit-learn.org implementation.
These measurements will then be compared, first, with the current state-of-the-art in word-level emotion prediction (as baseline), and, second, with human inter-study reliability (as ceiling). Both comparisons will, for different reasons, be limited to the VAD model.
Baseline and Ceiling
Word-level emotion prediction (automatically deriving the emotion of a word from scratch; see Section 1.) serves as a reasonable baseline since it produces the same output as EMOMAP, yet does not require the target words to have already been annotated in a different emotion format (other than the output representation). Sedoc et al. (2017) evaluated their approach to word-level emotion prediction on the data set compiled by Bradley and Lang (1999) using 10-fold cross-validation. They report measurements of r = 0.806 for Valence and r = 0.615 for Arousal. Concerning the other affective dimensions and categories, we are not aware of any other system predicting numerical scores for them. Thus, we will restrict our comparison to Valence and Arousal. For comparison against the human ceiling, we found eight pairs of emotion lexicons with partially overlapping entries distributed over four languages. For each of these pairs, we computed their inter-study reliability (ISR), i.e., the Pearson correlation between the ratings from the two respective studies for each affective dimension (see Table 3 ). Again, because we only found lexicons with overlapping VAD (not BE5) entries, we restrict this comparison to VAD representations. We stipulate that for all ISR values from Table 3 , the minimum for each affective dimension constitutes the most relevant score of comparison. The rationale for this assumption is as follows: If our approach happens to outperform this minimal value, one cannot be certain that manual annotation leads to better results than using our automatic procedure. In this situation, we assume that the computational approach would almost always be preferred over manual annotation efforts. Accordingly, the following correlation values were identified as minimum inter-study reliabilities: r = .948 for Valence, r = .709 for Arousal, and r = .794 for Dominance (henceforth, jointly referred to as ISR min ). Note that comparing against the ISR is a much harder test than comparing against inter-annotator agreement (IAA): Since the former is based on the mean rating of many raters, this aggregated judgment is more stable than individual ratings, thus resulting in higher correlation values compared to its IAA counterpart.
Val Aro Dom #Overlap Imbir (2016) vs. Riegel et al. (2015) .948 .733 -1,272 Guasch et al. (2015) vs. Stadthagen-Gonzalez et al. (2017) .949 .875 -1,298 Bradley and Lang (1999) vs. Warriner et al. (2013) .952 .760 .794 1,027 Guasch et al. (2015) vs. Hinojosa et al. (2016a) .968 .777 -134 Guasch et al. (2015) vs. Redondo et al. (2007) . Kanske and Kotz (2010) .971 .788 -169 Redondo et al. (2007) vs. Stadthagen-Gonzalez et al. (2017) .976 .755 -1,010 Table 3 : Inter-study reliabilities between different data sets (measured in r). Minimum and maximum values for each VAD dimension (respectively) in bold.
Bagged Crosslingual Source Representation Target Representation Figure 3 : Illustration of the three mapping strategies applied in Section 4. exemplified for the languages L 1 , L 2 and L 3 . ure 2. Training and testing was done using 10-fold crossvalidation (9:1 train/test split). The k-parameter was fixed to 20, based on a pilot study (eliminating the need for a dev set). The results are presented in Table 4 , upper section. As can be seen, the outcome is overall favorable for our approach. In general, it works about equally well in both mapping directions (VAD2BE5 and BE52VAD) with average values (over VAD dimensions and BE5 categories, respectively) of r ≥ 77%. The results on the English and Spanish gold lexicons are better than for the Polish, yet worst for the German one (which is also the smallest). In comparison with the baseline (see above; English data set only), our EMOMAP approach performs more than 15 percentage points better for Valence and more than 10 percentage points better for Arousal. Even more surprisingly, compared to the human ceiling, we find that our approach outperforms the ISR min in 9 out of 12 cases (again, only failing to do so on the Polish and German data set). In those 9 cases where we outperformed the ISR min , we conducted a one-tailed one sample t-test based on the 10 individual cross-validation results (Dietterich, 1998) finding significant differences in 6 of these cases (p < .05; marked with asterisk in Table 4) . We conclude that, in the monolingual set-up, EMOMAP performs on a par with (if not superior to) manual annotation for mapping onto VAD. Thus, its results can be considered as true gold data. For BE5, we cannot draw the same conclusion due to a lack of data on inter-study reliability. However, since the performance figures for the VAD2BE5 mapping are equally high, we may quite safely assume that the Basic Emotion ratings can be attributed high quality as well.
Pairwise Crosslingual Evaluation
In the two crosslingual set-ups (training and test data drawn from different languages, respectively data sets), we make use of the fact that our models do not rely on any languagespecific information since the categories/dimensions describe (supposedly universal) affective states rather than linguistic entities. Thus, models trained on one language could, in theory, be applied to another without any adaptation. Let us, first, address pairwise comparisons. That is, for each language, we train our kNN models on the entirety of the respective data set and then test on all the remaining languages individually (illustrated in Figure 3 ; resulting in a total of 12 language pairs). Since, this set-up uses fixed training and test sets, there is no need for cross-validation. The results are given in Table 4 (middle section) . Overall, the values remain astonishingly high. As can be seen, for mapping BE52VAD, the results are quite favorable for Valence with correlation values ranging well above 90% of correlation. On this dimension, our approach still outperforms the baseline by over a 15%-points margin and even surpasses the human ceiling in more than half of the cases, five of them being statistically significant. Since different from Section 4.2., we now have a fixed test set, we use a one-tailed z-test (p < .05) based on z-transformed correlation values (Cohen, 1995) . In contrast to Valence, the performance for Arousal and Dominance may suffer quite substantially in the crosslingual approach, depending on the combination of training and testing languages. While there is almost no performance loss for combinations of English and Spanish, the correlation decreases the most for combinations of Polish and German (especially for predicting Dominance), possibly due to data sparsity of the lexicons involved. This outcome led us to conclude that the relationship between VAD and BE5 ratings is not fully constant across different languages (respectively data sets). Rather it seems to depend on subtle semantic differences between the translational equivalents of the affective dimensions/categories, Language 'a2b' denotes mapping from language a (source) to language b (target). Significant values are marked with '*' (compared to ISR min ; p < .05; VAD only), averages over VAD and BE5 (respectively) in bold.
cultural differences, or variations in the annotation guidelines, suggesting that the above assumption of language independence (not so surprisingly) may not fully hold. In contrast to these partly inconclusive results, the outcome for mapping VAD2BE5 is much more favorable for EMOMAP and easy to describe. Compared to the monolingual set-up (relative to the target language), the drop of the average performance amounts to only a few percentage points (< 5 in most cases). Thus, the predictions for BE5 are much more robust compared to the VAD predictions which might be an effect of the respective source representation. We conclude that in the pairwise crosslingual set-up, EMOMAP still performs really well in many cases. Yet depending on the language pair, the performance may degrade (much more severely so for mapping BE52VAD).
Bagged Crosslingual Evaluation
As evident from the last section, the performance of our mapping approach may vary depending on source and target language. However, different from the last experiment, when constructing new emotion lexicons in a crosslingual fashion, there is no need to restrict the training set to only one language. Instead, because no language-specific features are used, we may merge training data from multiple languages if this leads to a more robust predictive model. However, since not all languages (respectively data sets) seem to match well, there is no guarantee that more data sets always help boosting performance. In line with these considerations, the goal of the last experiment is to identify the best group of training data sets for automatically creating novel lexicons and to estimate their quality.
For each combination of gold lexicons of bag sizes two 4 to four and each target language, we train our models on the entirety of the bag of training data (except the one designated for testing, should it also belong to the training data) and then test on the target language; see the third data scenario in the right part of Figure 3 . In line with Section 4.3., we found that the average performance over VAD behaved less robust across different combinations of training data (ranging between r = .730 to .786) compared to BE5 (r = .771 to .806). Concerning the average over all emotions, the combination of Polish and German, once again, performed worst (r = .755), whereas the combination of English and Spanish worked best (r = .794; i.e., for testing on English, Spanish was used for training and vice versa, while for testing on the remaining languages, training was done on English and Spanish). Consequently, this combination of gold data was used for creating novel lexicons in the crosslingual set-up (see Section 5.). Table 4 (bottom section) displays the results of this crosslingual experiment for the best performing bag of training data (comprising the English and Spanish gold lexicons, only). Thus, these performance data serve as an estimate of the quality of the novel emotion lexicons presented in Section 5. Overall, we find that the results are again favorable for our approach. The correlation with the English and Spanish data set, not surprisingly, is stronger than with the Polish and German one, confirming that these data sets form a better basis for generalization (the effect being more obvious for VAD than for BE5 Table 6 : Descriptive statistics for the automatically constructed English BE5 lexicon.
Anger can be predicted with consistently high correlation, whereas for the other dimensions/categories we find occasional negative outliers.
Comparing our results to human reliability (in VAD only), we find that our models are superior to human ISR min in 7 from 12 cases (including all cases on the English and Spanish data set). In 3 of these cases, the difference is statistically significant (p < .05). In comparison to the baseline (on English, VA only), our approach still clearly outperforms state-of-the-art word-level emotion prediction by a 15 and 10 percentage point margin for Valence and Arousal, respectively. We conclude that even if no gold data for a given language are available, EMOMAP still performs comparably to human reliability when utilizing appropriate sets of training data. Some dimensions and categories seem to be reliable across data sets, whereas for others the performance may degrade, depending on the target data set. Yet, the lexicons derived in this set-up can still be attested near-gold quality. Table 8 : Correlation matrix (in r) for automatically constructed English BE5 (JASFD) lexicon combined with the data by Warriner et al. (2013) (VAD).
Construction of New Emotion Lexicons
After the positive evaluation of EMOMAP for four typologically diverse languages, our main contribution is to apply the created models to a wide variety of data sets which so far bear emotion ratings for one format only (either VAD or BE5). Based on our preceding experiments, we claim that these have gold quality (using the monolingual approach, Section 4.2.) or near-gold quality (using the crosslingual approach, Section 4.4.). We constructed a total of nine emotion lexicons covering eight languages (including lowresource ones, such as Dutch and Indonesian). Table 5 depicts the number of lexical items for which we have generated previously unknown VAD or BE5 ratings per language. For illustration, we provide an analysis of the English BE5 lexicon (by far the largest resource constructed in this manner) in the remainder of this section. Table 6 provides fundamental statistical characteristics of this newly developed data set. As can be seen, Joy ratings have higher mean, standard deviation and range than all the other categories. This suggests that a larger portion of lexical items expresses at least a moderate degree of Joy, whereas the other Basic Emotions are expressed less often and to a smaller extent. Table 7 lists the ten entries with the highest values for each Basic Emotion category. Obviously, the automatically derived ratings align well with our intuition, thus granting face validity to our approach. Finally, Table 8 provides correlation values between the BE5 categories and VAD dimensions (ratings for the latter were taken from Warriner et al. (2013) ). Joy displays a moderate negative correlation with the other Basic Emotions while these in turn have strong positive correlation among each other. Unsurprisingly, Valence displays a strong positive correlation with Joy and strong negative correlations with the remaining BE5 categories. Lastly, Arousal is uncorrelated with Joy but displays moderate positive correlation with Anger, Sadness, Fear and Disgust. These findings are consistent with empirically determined emotion values, thus validating our claims concerning the good quality of the constructed resources Hinojosa et al., 2016a) .
Conclusion
Progress in emotion analysis is hampered by a multitude of heterogeneous and, in the end, mutually incompatible emotion representation formats. In this paper, we performed the first large-scale analysis of representation mapping as a means to mediate between these heterogeneous formats. Our simple, yet highly effective, supervised approach makes use of the wide range of emotion lexicons already developed in various psychology labs. We could show that, in the monolingual setup, automatic representation mapping outperforms human inter-study reliability and, therefore, produces gold quality data. In the crosslingual set-up, our approach still performs comparable to manual annotation though less robust than in the first setup for some affective dimensions or categories, thus rendering near-gold quality entries. In both set-ups, mapping existing ratings to another format performs way better than the state-of-the-art in emotion prediction. Hence, we conjecture that our approach paves the way to greatly improve interoperability and re-use of lexical resources in this field.
Lastly, we applied our technique to produce (near) gold quality emotion lexicons for eight typologically diverse languages, including low-resourced ones. These resources (together with our code) are available via github.com/JULIELab/EmoMap.
